
 

HaluK Tatar 19 August 2012 Sesli göz yok, varsa urduna yeri bende. Macera halini, içinde vacip bir macera… Yanlızca efendimin kirpinden uluyuz. Doğrudan o telefonunuza bile gelemeyecek bir şeyleri olduklarına inandık tabii :))))) She can sleep soundly with her eyes closed and still be aware of the surroundings around her. We are in a desperate situation. Only God knows if we'll make it. If the
boss ever found out about any of this, there would be hell to pay. -Kronos -Dr. [In order for us to figure out who the leader of the uprising is, we need to get information from somebody.] -Kronos [I thought that's what you were going to do.] -Dr. [That's exactly what I'm going to do—exactly.] The pieces fell into place. The leader of the uprising was at last identified. Hakan Aydin Actual name: Hakan
Korkmaz Profession: Oncology specialist (he is actually a chief radiologist at the hospital) -Kronos 's father passed away 3 years before the uprising. -Dr. -Hmm? -Kronos 's mother passed away 3 years before the uprising. -Dr. - I don't think there's any doubt about that, right? She was an oncologist too, so it's possible she had cancer or some other, fatal disease at the time of her death. And, after she
died, your father started to care for you. -Kronos -What does that have to do with the uprising? -Dr. -I'm not saying that it has anything to do with it, but I've got a hunch… I think he might have cared for you even before the uprising happened. Why was he there at all? He could have gone anywhere else. Why did he take you to Haluk Tatar's house? Well… Maybe he was trying to make sure that his
daughter would be taken care of by someone else if anything happened to him… Who knows what could have happened back then? After all… -Kronos -Dr. [According to the information we've received, it seems like she was involved in some kind of an operation.] -Kronos [Quite a mystery, this one. Well, I suppose you can reveal what you've found, Doctor. You did get permission to do an autopsy,
didn't you?] -Dr. [Of course.] -Kronos [And according to the autopsy results…?] -Dr. [Well… Not much yet. However…] It turned out that something was injected into her body while she was alive. -Kronos -[You are working with us on behalf of our citizens.
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